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It is proved that (for every E > 0) 
z z n’mbB,(( T/rim}) = O(T(otb+“‘318) (*I 
n<T1/3 n<m((Tjn)l/2 
(where (. } denotes the fractional part and B, the Bernoulli polynomial of order k) 
under the suppositions that k > 2 and 2a - 1 > b > 1. If  (*) were true for k = 1, 
a = b = 0, then Piltz’ divisor problem (for n = 3) would be readily solved. This is 
an analog to a conjecture formulated by S. Chowla and H. Walum in 1963 and 
settled in the affirmative (under suitable suppositions) quite recently by 
S. Kanemitsu and R. Sita Rama Chandra Rao. Q 1984 Academic PUSS, h. 
NOTATION. Throughout the paper T is a large real variable, {t] denotes 
the fractional part of t and ((t)) the distance of I from the nearest integer. 
The functions Bk(x) are the usual Bernoulli polynomials. For a positive 
integer 12, we denote by d(n) the number of divisors and by d,(n) the number 
of triples (x, y, z) E N3 with xyz = n. Further we use the symbols of Landau 
resp. Vinogradov A = O(B) and A 4 B both meaning that A < cB (for some 
suitable positive constant c depending at most on a, b and k which are 
introduced in (5)), and A >< B abbreviates A < B < A. In any sum C* 
indicates that the terms corresponding to the boundary of the domain of 
summation are weighted with the factor l/2. Finally e(t) stands for ezni’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1963, S. Chowla and H. Walum [I] raised the conjecture that (for 
every s > 0) 
-T L naB,({ T/n}) = O(T’“‘2’+“‘4’+ &) (1) 
l<fl<Tl/* 
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for k > 1 and arbitrary real a > 0. Since it is well known (cf. Fricker 12, p. 
67-701) that 
,<~sT~(n)=TlogT+(2~--)T-- c B,((T/nJ)+O(l) (2) 
l<?l<T’/2 
(where y denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant), the classical conjecture 
that the inflmum a2 of all real numbers I, for which the error term in 
Dirichlet’s divisor problem is O(p), equals l/4, is equivalent to the truth of 
assertion (1) for k = 1, a = 0. (Actually this remains unsettled to date. The 
best we know is l/4 < a, < 35/108; cf. Titchmarsh 110, p. 2731, resp. 
Kolesnik [9].) 
Quite recently, S. Kanemitsu and R. Sita Rama Chandra Rao 15 ] 
succeeded in proving (1) for k > 2 and all real a > l/2. 
It is the objective of the present paper to establish a related result 
corresponding to the three-dimensional Piltz’ divisor problem (cf. Fricker 12, 
p. 1001). We obviously have 
\‘ d,(n) = 2: 1=6 
l<-ZT 
Lx’ 1 + O(T1’3) 
xYZ<T XYZSP 
(x.Y,z)EN~ I SXSYSZ 
= 6 Dir (IWml -m + l/2) + O(T”3) 
= 6 D;; (T/rim - m) - 6 & B,({ T/rim}) + O(T1'3) 
= (l/2) T(log T)’ + aTlog TtpT- 6 2 B,({T/~~J) 
D(T) 
+ O(T1’3 log T). 
Here the domain of summation is defined by 
(3) 
D(T): l/2 < II < T1’3, n < m < (T/n)“‘, (4) 
the dash at the third summation sign indicates that the terms with x = y or 
y = z are weighted with the factor l/2. (The first sum in the third line is 
easily evaluated by an iterated application of the Euler-MacLaurin 
summation formula.) Now let a3 denote the infimum of all real numbers 1 
for which the remaining sum in (3) is O(TA). Then it is widely believed that 
a3 = l/3. However, this is unsettled, too. We only know that l/3 
Q a3 < 43/96 (cf. Titchmarsh lot. cit. and Kolesnik [8]). 
In analogy to the problem of Chowla and Walum it seems to be natural to 
conjecture that, for k > 1 and positive reals e, b 
Ga,b;k(T) := 2 n”mbR,({T/nm~) = O(T(atbt”J3t 9 (5) 
D(T) 
for every E > 0. (Note that namb < T(atb”3 for (n, m) E D(T)!) 
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We will show that this assertion actually holds for k > 2 and suitable a 
and b. 
THEOREM. For integers k > 2 and arbitrary real numbers a, b satisfying 
2a-l>b>l wehave 
%&I = WT’ a+b+W3(log q3). (6) 
2. Two CLASSICAL AUXILIARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1 (cf. Vinogradov [ 11, p. 221). Let f(x) and $(x) be algebraic 
functions, real-valued and three times continuously dt@?erentiable on the 
intervaI p <x Q q, with the property that the degrees of the deftning 
polynomials (in both variables) are bounded by some absolute constant. 
Suppose that, for p < x ( q, we have f”(x) > 0 and 
A-’ <f”(x)eA-‘, f’“(X) <A -‘u--l, (7) 
H4qqx)<H, f(x) 4 HU-‘, 4”(x) 6 HV2, (8) 
where A, U and H are suitable positive numbers satisfying 1 < A @ U and 
q-p < U. Then it follows that 
c 4f(m)> = 4V 1 
p<m<q 
X -v* 
-f’(4) GU6 -f’(P) 
fWu)> f “C4W”2 4fCW + WG) 
+ H(P(P) + P(q)) + WH log (U + I)), (9) 
where the numbers x(u) are defined by the relation f ‘(x(u)) = -u and (fir 
s=porq)wehave 
P(s) < min {(u’(s)))-‘, A”*} (10) 
and even P(s) = 0 tf f ‘(s) is an integer. 
Remark. In our proof this result is applied to functions f(x) = K-l, 
d(x) = xb so that, properly speaking, the condition on 4(x) to be algebraic is 
satisfied only for rational b. However, it can be easily verified that 
Vinogradov’s proof applies to the case of irrational b as well. 
LEMMA 2. Let F(x) be a real-valued function with continuous derivatives 
up to the second order on the interval p <x Q q (where q - p 9 1) fulfilling 
R 4 f”(x) < R for some suitable positive number R. Let g(n) be a real- 
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valued monotone sequence defined for the integers n with p < n < q such that 
g(n) Q Q for some suitable Q > 0. Then we have 
pcTG, g(n) W(n)) = O(Q(q - P)R”*) + O(QR-“*I. (11) 
Proof: Applying summation by parts, the result follows at once from 
Van der Corput’s classical estimate (cf. Titchmarsh 110, p. 901). 
3. PROOF OF OUR THEOREM 
Defining (for h E N) 
E(h, T) := x n”mb e(hT/nm) 
D(T) 
(121 
we have by the Fourier series expansion of the Bernoulli polynomials 
Ga,b;k(T) < f h-& )E(h, T)I 
h=l 
< h<T,,3 h-* IE(h. T) f O(T’a+b+‘)‘3), (13) 
. 
where we have used the trivial estimate 
E(h, T)+ x na x mb 
ll$TIl, m<(Tln)ll~ 
(14) 
for h > T”3. So in what follows we may assume that h < T”‘. 
We put 
E(h, T) = 2: nas(n), S(n) := x mb e(hT/nm) (15) 
IS?l<T‘llJ n<m<(Tln)llz 
and transform s(n) by Lemma 1. To this end we divide the interval 
]n, (T/n)“*] (for fixed n) into subintervals Ij = ]mj- I, mj], j = l,..., J = J(n), 
by the sequence mj = mj(n) = 2jn (j = 0 ,..., J - 1), mJ-, < (T/n)“’ < 2m,-, , 
m, = m,(n) := (T/n) I’*. In the notation of Lemma 1 we have f(m) = Vm -I 
(with V= V(n) := hT/ n f or 
choose 
short) and d(m) = mb. For each interval Ij we 
Aj = Aj(n) = mjV-‘, Uj = Uj(n) = mj, Hj = Hj(n) = mj. The 
conditions of Lemma 1 are easily verified, only Aj B 1 leads to the restriction 
mj % (hT/n)“‘. We therefore define j, = j,,(n) such that (hT/n)“” E Ij, and 
apply Lemma 1 to the Ij with j > j,. Since 
f’(X(U)) = -Vx(u)-’ = -u 0 x(u) = vT.-1’2, 
~(x(u))fu(x(u))-‘/* = 2-‘/2V(b/2)+(l/4)u-(b/*)-(3/4), 
j-(x(u)) + ux(u)= 2v"2u"2, 
64111912.9 
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we obtain 
x mb e(hT/nm) =e(l/8) 2-1’2V(b’2)+(1’4) 
IllElj 
x I* u -(b/2)- (314) +v’Du l/2) 
-f’(mj)<U<-f’(mj-I) 
+ mg(P(mj- 1) + P(mj)) + O(mg log 7). (16) 
Summing up we get 
c c mb e(hT/nm) 
jo(n)<j<J(n) mcIj 
X T‘* UW-W*) ,,(2(hTu)‘/Zn-‘/2) 
+ c O(mjbp(mj)) + O((T/n)“’ log r). (17) 
j=j&) 
We now have to multiply the terms on the right-hand side of (17) by n* and 
sum up over 1 < n < T”3. From the last O-term we get 
Tb” log T c n”- (b/2’ < T(a+btl’/3 log T. (18) 
i?$TU3 
To sum up the main term of (17), we keep u fixed, put W := 2(hTu)“’ for 
short and divide the interval [ 1, T”3] into subintervals Mi := In,-, , ni] with 
ni = 2’ for i < N - 1, where 2N-’ ( T’13 < 2N, and nN:= T113. To each 
interval Mi we apply Lemma 2 with F(n) = W~Z-“~, g(n) = t~‘-(~‘~)-(~‘*) 
and R, = Wn,r512, Qi = n~-cb’2’-(“4). (Convention: In what follows the terms 
corresponding to integers n for which -f’(mj,(n)) is less than the fixed 
integer u are to be deleted-we indicate this by a double dash at the 
summation sign. By an easy monotonicity consideration the remaining 
domains of summation are still intervals so that the assertion of Lemma 2 
remains unaffected.) 
Thus we have (for 0 < j < N) 
C” n a-(6/2)-(1/*’ e(wn--1/2) 
TtEMi 
< n;-‘b12’-W2)~W + ,fl-(b/2)+lw-W (19) 
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and therefore, making use of the condition on a and b, we get 
C” n a-(b/2)-(1/4) e(2(~~u)l/2n-l/2) 
n<r’l3 
< ogu)l/4 T  ,q-(b/2,-(1/2, + (,,)-l/4 5 $(b/2H I 
i=O i=o 
(20) 
(Here 6(x, v) = 1 iff x = y and 0 otherwise.) 
Finally we multiply by the factor coming from (17) and sum up over 
h < ZJ < u*, where U* := max(-f’(mj,(n))), the maximum being taken over 
1 < n < T’13. Clearly log u* 4 log T and thus we obtain 
WI (b/2)+(1/4) 7* 1 l4 -(b/2)-(3/4) 
h<u<u’ 
< hT(a+bt1)/3(log T)S(Za-l,b,+d(b.I,. 
SO from (17), (18) and (21) we infer that 
(21) 
E*(h, T):= 1 nPmb e(hT/nm) 
D(T) 
m  >mj,(n) 
J(n)- 1 
’ hTcatbt ‘)‘3(10g T)’ + .<;,,, nn j=zn, mj(n)b’(mj(n)), (22) 
where we have used that f’(nzJ& = -h E Z, hence P(m,,,,) = 0 (Lemma 1). 
To estimate the remaining sum in (22) we fix the integer j (using the 
convention that the terms corresponding to integers n for which jo(n) > j or 
J(n) < j are to be omitted). We put K(n) := -f’(mj(n)) = hT/nmj(n)2 and 
define for w  E N 
S, := {n E N : n < T”3, -l/2 < K(n) - w  Q l/2}. (23) 
We choose n, = n*(w) so that [K(n) - WI > IK(n*) - WI for all n E S, and 
put S,* = S, - {n*(w)}. It follows that K(n) >” w  and n 3 n,(w) for all 
n E S,. So we have for n E S, (recalling the definition of mj(n)) 
I&l(n)-K(n,)l =hT4-jlnd3 -n;‘) =K(n,)ne3(n2 + nnx +ni)ln -%I 
~~n,11n-nn,I~~T-“31n-nn*I. (24) 
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Using the estimate P(mj(n)) < ((f’(m,(n))))-’ for 
we obtain 
C C n"mj(n>bP(mj(n)) 
w n&s:, 
’ n E S,* and summing up, 
6 T”3c w-1n,(~)“(T/n,(~))b’2 c In -ngJ’ 
It remains to estimate the terms corresponding to the integers n*(w). 
Again we use the subdivision of [ 1, T1’3] into subintervals Mi defined earlier, 
keep i fixed and consider the numbers n*(w) in Mi. Since 
w  >< K@*(w)) = hT4-‘n*(~)-~ >’ hT4-jn,r3, (26) 
there are at most O(hT4-‘n,:3) integers w  for which n*(w) E Mi. Using the 
estimate P(mj(n*(w))) 4 Aj(n*(w))“’ we therefore get 
C n~(~>"~j(n*(~))"~(~j(n,(w))) 
KdW)EMj 




< (hT)1/2nq-(1/2)(T/ni)(b/2)-(1/4) e hl/2~a/3)+(*/3)+(1/6). 
(27) 
Summing up over i gives only an additional factor log T, and so we infer 
from (25) and (27) that (for fixed j) 
‘Y 
n<%ll 
namj(n)“P(mj(n)) 6 T’ntb+1”3(log T)‘. (28) 
Since there are at most O(log 7’) integers j for which this sum is not empty 
(according to our convention) we have 
E*(h, T) < h7’@+b+1)‘3(log T)* + Z-‘a+b+1)‘3(log q3. (29) 
There remain to estimate the terms of E(h, 7’) for which m < mj,(n) >< 
(hT/n)‘13. Since n < m, obviously, implies that IZ & (hT)1’4 we have 
(recalling that h < T1’3) 
c d’m*e(hT/nm)< r na c m* 
D(T) n-$)1/4 m<(hT/n)‘/3 
m<mj,(n) 
6 (hq(b+l)/3 C na-(bt 1)/3 
f~<s(hT)‘/~ 
< WI 
(a+bt2)/4 < hT(Ot*+l)/3. (30) 
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Combining (29) and (30) we get 
E(h, 2-J 4 T(a+b+ l)‘3(log 7)2(/I + log 7). (31) 
Entering this result into (13) now completes the proof of our theorem. 
4. REMARK ON THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In view of this result and of that by Kanemitsu and Rao quoted in the 
introduction it seems natural to enquire about the analogous question 
corresponding to Piltz’ n-dimensional divisor problem for n > 4 and to 
conjecture that one has for aj > 0 and k > 1 (with p = n - 1) 
\‘ n’;l 
D,(T) 
. . . nipB,((T/n, . . . n,}).+ T’A(P)“p+‘)‘+‘P’2’P+‘))+E, (32) 
where A(p) := a, + . . . + a, and the domain of summation D,(T) is defined 
by 
Dp(T): 1 < n, < T”‘p+l’, nj < nj-, < (T/nj ... np)“j for j = 2 ,..., p. 
But (even under suitable restrictions on k and the exponents aj) this seems to 
be a good deal harder and cannot be settled by the method of this paper. For 
there is little hope to establish a version of Lemma 1 without an error term 
of at least O(H), and it is easy to see that this would give at least 
O(T’~4’P”‘pf’“““2’) for p > 3 in the final result. 
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